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The entire region, curated: http://www.creme-de-languedoc.com/Languedoc/city-
guides/index.php 
 
 
Pézenas: Pretty, artsy, antiquey, real 
 
Time to destination: about five minutes on a slow day. Pézenas is the town next door. 
 
And it is a jewel, a lively town with a well-preserved Renaissance core (think movie set; 
it was for centuries a regional royal court, earning a reputation as the “Versailles of the 
Languedoc”), boasting: 
-- a series of all-summer-long arts festivals; 
-- a large twice-weekly outdoor market; 
-- a few dozen cafés and restaurants; 
-- a couple of very fine wine stores that specialize in hard-to-find quality regionals; 
-- lots of artists and craftspeople selling their wares; 
-- intriguing, rare shops (designer leather handbags from Hexagone are sold here, one of 
only two places in France); 
-- and a spectacularly rich concentration of antique and “brocante” (anything less than 
100 years old) dealers -- dozens at last count. 
 
Antique dealers from all over come here to buy -- then sell their loot for jacked-up prices 
back in Provence, Paris, London and New York. 
 
Wow. Enough? Pézenas is where we go each day for an armload of English newspapers 
(the Brits discovered the town a couple of centuries ago and have never left). It’s our 
local market, where we go each Saturday morning to buy a week’s worth of artisanal 
cheeses, freshly butchered meats, fresh fruits and vegetables, inexpensive Provencal 
tablecloths, herbs, olives, nuts, oysters...almost anything. 
 
Pézenas loves its visitors: there is a large, English-speaking tourism office on the edge of 
the old town. And on market day, you’ll hear English spoken often. But Americans 
hardly know the place. Too bad. Some guests of ours recently spent a few days in St. 
Rémy-de-Provence, poster child for cute French towns. It was nice, they agreed. But 
nowhere near as nice as Pézenas. 
 
Pézenas has about 7,600 residents. They all live side by side, so to American eyes it looks 
like a small city. But Pézenas is really only a few blocks wide before you’re back into 
vineyards. 
 
 
Lac du Salagou: windsurfing across a volcano crater 
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A towering dam is built to fill a crack in an extinct volcano...and, voilà, a recreational 
lake is born, in the foothills behind Clermont-l’Hérault. This is one of the few good-sized 
fresh water lakes in this part of France. We hiked on some well-marked trails at man-
made Lac du Salagou. You can fish for big ones, windsurf, kayak, swim, sunbathe, picnic, 
stroll, admire the scenery. In the summer, it’s hot. Bring water and a hat. Time to 
destination: 45 minutes. 
 
From the house in Valros, take the N9 through Pézenas, toward Clermont-
l’Hérault/Millau. As you enter Clermont-l’Hérault, bear left on to the D909D, headed 
toward the Centre Ville. You will pass the olive oil cooperative which features a low-
acidity extra-virgin pressed from local fruit. 
 
Follow signs for the Lac. Turn on to Avenue du Lac (D156/E4). You’re headed uphill. 
That’s because you’re climbing a crater wall. Look for signs to the “barrage.” That’s 
“dam” in English. At the dam, there’s parking. You can begin your hike there. Cross the 
top of the dam, and on the far shore, you’ll see signs for a walking loop that takes about 
an hour. 
 
If you want to rent pedalos and kayaks, drive to the north side of the lake. The road 
continues past the dam and off the crater at Mas-Audran (if one-lane roads scare you, 
take another route). Stay near the lake. In a few minutes, you’ll see D148/E5 and a sign 
for the Les Vailhes Centre de Loisirs (leisure center). 
 
 
Octon: A favorite hike in volcano country 
 
The big geological feature hereabouts is the volcano crater that forms Lac du Salagou. 
But the foothills around Salagou hide some wonderful little towns and vistas, well worth 
a visit. Octon is one. 
 
On the approach, you'll notice the striking terrain: softly eroded, rich red hillocks formed 
of a soft volcanic grit distinctive to the area. You'll see these again on your hike. The hike 
gently ascends a wagon road through chestnut woods, past a ruined 14th-century castle, 
to a plateau where you might hear bells from nearby sheep flocks. You descend along 
tilled fields, past a Romanesque church, and return in a loop to Octon. Except for one 
brief section, the ascents and descents are mild. 
 
We found beauty on every stretch. The hike is listed at 3 hours and took us a little less. 
 
Time to destination: 30 minutes 
This is hike #12, Notre-Dame-de-Roubignac, in the trail guide, L'Hérault...à pied. 
 
Directions: From Valros, take the N9 toward Pézenas. Get on the A75 toward Clermont-
l’Hérault. Take exit 55 and follow the signs to Octon, over the D148. Just behind the 
town's Cave Cooperative is a marked parking lot, where the hike begins. On foot, you'll 
headed uphill past the small tourism office. Follow the yellow-painted blazes. 
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Montpeyroux and a Really Big Castle 
 
Okay. It’s not a whole castle. It’s mostly a crenellated curtain wall, with a ruined chapel 
inside. But it is a surprisingly expansive curtain wall, unnoted on any Michelin map or 
guide, and visible for miles. It makes an easy and rewarding hike. The town of 
Montpeyroux hides one of the region’s best wine labels, Domaine d’Auphilhac. Time to 
destination: 45 minutes. 
 
From the house in Valros, take the N9 toward Pézenas. 
Stay on the N9 through Lézignan-la-Cèbe, known for its extra-sweet onions. Continue on 
the N9 through Clermont-L’Hérault. 
Take the N109 toward Gignac and St. Guilhem-le-Désert. You will cross l’Hérault river. 
Turn onto D32. Follow the signs to Centre Ville. 
Turn left toward Lagamas on the D9. 
Montpeyroux is three kilometers beyond Lagamas, on the D9. The tasting room for 
d’Auphilhac is a half-block walk from the town’s central marketplace. 
Le Barry is a small neighborhood directly behind Montpeyroux. You park at the foot of 
Le Barry to begin your climb to the Château du Castelles. 
 
For hikers: one of the French national trails - the GR 653 - winds across the hot, fragrant 
limestone hills - the garrigues - above le Barry. This trail connects with the GR 74 and 
wends you by foot toward St. Guilhem-le-Désert. 
 
For sightseers: you can continue through Montpeyroux up the D9, which ascends steeply 
toward a mountaintop vantage. Or you can backtrack from Montpeyroux toward Lagamas, 
pick up the D141, then the D4, to St. Guilhem-le-Désert. 
 
Nearby is a major tourist attraction: http://www.languedoc-
france.info/030604_guilhem.htm 
 
 
St. Jean-de-Fos: a pottery town 
 
Up to a century ago, as many as 75 potters worked the clay deposits in this small town. 
But the industry declined, and houses were eventually built over the local deposits. Now 
the town features a cluster of fine craftspeople continuing the tradition, using clay they 
must import (oh, the irony). We bought a beautiful rotund vase and a square serving dish 
there. There is a new-ish Maison  des Potiers which sells the work of many potters in one 
building. St. Jean-de-Fos is only a few minutes drive from St. Guilhem-le-Désert, one of 
France’s 50 “most beautiful villages,” according to the government. Time to destination: 
45-55 minutes. 
 
From the house in Valros, take the N9 toward Pézenas. 
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Stay on the N9 through Clermont-L’Hérault. 
Take the N109 toward Gignac and St. Guilhem-le-Désert. You will cross l’Hérault river. 
Turn onto D32. Follow the signs to Centre Ville. 
Turn left toward Lagamas on the D9. 
At Lagamas, turn right onto the D4. The next town down the road is St. Jean-de-Fos. 
 
2017 potters in town: http://www.potiersdestjeandefos.com/ 
 
Brochure of local potters: https://www.saintguilhem-
valleeherault.fr/_objets/medias/autres/potiers-saint-jean-de-fos-2013-562.pdf 
 
A cave we have not yet visited up the street: 
http://www.clamouse.com/en/home/ 
https://www.tripadvisor.com/ShowUserReviews-g2184436-d4116159-r498359021-
Grotte_de_Clamouse-Saint_Jean_de_Fos_Herault_Occitanie.html 
 
 
Pic Saint Loup: Fab Wines, Great Views, Nice Hike 
 
In the valley beneath the dramatic rock fin of Pic Saint Loup hide some of the 
Languedoc's best wines, admired by authorities like Robert Parker. Included in the short 
list and recommended by Wine Spectator magazine are Domaine de L'Hortus (off the D1, 
between Pic Saint Loup and Mount d'Hortus, the two biggest), Château de Lancyre (off 
the D17), Domaine Foulaquier (off the D107 outside Claret), and Château La Roque (off 
the D109 near Fontanes). 
 
A charming, easy hike begins in the municipal parking lot of Viols-le-Fort. The hike is 
labeled Les Drailles, named for the ancient sheep trails bordered by piles of limestone 
that lace the garrigue, and circles the outskirts of the town. On the hike you will 
encounter two prehistoric artifacts, a dolmen and a tomb marked by a carved stone face. 
It is hike #9 in the guidebook, l'Hérault…à pied. 
 
Time to destination: roughly 1 hour. Time for hike: 2.5 hours. 
 
Directions: Take the N9 to Pézenas. Continue on the A75 toward Clermont-l'Hérault. 
Turn off onto the N109 (Montpellier). Head for Gignac. Then head for Aniane on the 
D32, which takes you to Viols-le-Fort (for the hike) and St-Martin-de-Londres (to reach 
the Pic Saint Loup area). From St-Martin-de-Londres, the D986 north toward Ganges 
almost immediately brings you to the D122, which leads to the D1, which joins the D17, 
all within a few miles. These are wine trails. Backtrack on the D113 to Cazevieille to get 
a nice close-up view of Pic Saint Loup. 
 
 
Ravin des Arcs: Challenging 2-Hour Hike 
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A few minutes south of the breathtaking Grotte des Demoiselles is a challenging but 
rewarding short hike into a ravine, to a natural bridge and out again: the Ravin des Arcs. 
 
On a boiling hot day in July we tramped down and up the ravine's steep paths, a 
worthwhile lesson in "be prepared." We consumed every drop of water and gave even our 
well-conditioned 20-somethings an exhausting workout. Heard several time, the 
complaint: "But it looked like a short hike on the map!" The bottom of the ravine is 
definitely worth a visit, though. There you'll find a photogenic natural bridge, a huge cave 
to explore, and natural pools that on a hot summer are SO inviting. 
 
Time to destination: 1 hour. Time for hike: 2 hours. 
 
Directions: Take the N9 to Pézenas. Continue on the A75 toward Clermont-l'Hérault. 
Turn off onto the N109 (Montpellier). There was a new road being built in 2005, so if in 
doubt, head for Gignac. Then head for Aniane on the D32. Then head for St. Martin-de-
Londres. You'll notice Pic St. Loup on your right: it's the big spine of rock. At St. Martin, 
turn at "autres directions" onto the D986, toward St-Bauzille-de-Putois and Ganges. Just 
before you cross a bridge, there are parking lots on both sides for the ravine walk. Facing 
north, you'll pick up the GR60 (a national hiking trail) on the left. Look for the red-and-
white blazes. Stay alert; it's easy to follow a goat path and wander off the trail. At the 
bottom of the ravine, you'll cross the river (dry in July except for pools). Look for the 
GR60A, which loops back to the highway and parking lots. 
 
 
La Grotte des Demoiselles: Staggering 
 
Prepare to be overwhelmed. 
 
La Grotte des Demoiselles is a top-rated attraction in the Michelin guide. But the cavern's 
allure is ill served by a description that starts with a history lesson and a photo that 
conveys no sense of scale. 
 
To be fair, photos can only diminish this vast and awe-inspiring sight. It is one of the 
most astonishing natural wonders we've ever seen. We literally could not believe our eyes. 
 
The claim is made that Demoiselles is one of Europe's finest caverns. It's no doubt true. 
The main event is an immense chamber called the Cathedral of the Abyss. Nothing 
prepares you for the cinematic sweep of this…unless you've seen the movie, Lord of the 
Rings. Then you'll be powerfully reminded of the caverns inside the dwarves' mountain. 
 
Demoiselles is NOT handicapped accessible. You climb up and down stairs constantly, in 
a temperature said to be constant year-round: 57 degrees F/14 degrees C. We found it 
warmer than expected (in October), and the stairs keep you sweating. 
 
Bring your camera. You can touch (as the guide demonstrates, the stalagmites ring when 
you tap them). There's an elegant bar and gift shop. And the restrooms are quite beautiful. 
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The tour takes an hour. It's in French, though printed tour materials are available in 
several languages. Incidentally, the drive to the Grotte is beautiful on its own merits once 
you get into the hills. 
 
Time to destination: 1 hour 15 minutes 
 
Open year-round: 04 67 73 70 02 
Visit the website: www.demoiselles.com 
 
Directions: Take the N9 to Pézenas. Continue on the A75 toward Clermont-l'Hérault. 
Turn off onto the N109 (Montpellier). There was a new road being built in 2005, so if in 
doubt, head for Gignac. Then head for Aniane on the D32. Then head for St. Martin-de-
Londres. You'll notice Pic St. Loup on your right: it's the big spine of rock. At St. Martin, 
turn at "autres directions" onto the D986. Follow signs for Ganges. You'll start to see 
signs for the Grotte des Demoiselles. In the town of St. Bauzille-de-Putois, there will be a 
turn on the right that heads uphill, signed for the Grotte. The road quickly becomes 
narrow and winding. There's a tall cliff on your left. That's where you're headed. Don't 
worry about missing it: the road leads directly to the Grotte. 
 
 
The breathtaking Cirque de Navacelles 
 
No photo does Navacelles justice, because no photo prepares you for the ENORMITY of 
this unique geological formation. Guaranteed: you WILL gasp when you first look over 
the edge. (If you’re terrified of heights, the drive down into the canyon could test your 
limits.) The village of Navacelles at the bottom has plenty of free parking and a lovely 
bar/hotel/restaurant (no credit cards accepted, though, “for technological reasons”). Time 
to destination: 1.5 hours. 
 
From the house in Valros, take the N9 toward Pézenas. Stay on the N9 through Clermont-
l’Hérault. There the N9 widens to become the A75-E11, a major highway. 
  
Stay on the N9-E11 through Lodève. Just outside Lodève, turn right onto the D25. You 
will see a sign for Cirque de Navacelles. 
 
The D25 climbs up through some stirring canyons and pine woods. You’ll pass pretty 
places to picnic. This is national forest land. About an hour into your trip you’ll crest onto 
a rocky plateau that looks like the high plains of Montana. 
 
At St. Maurice-Navacelles, a tiny town with a bar/restaurant, turn left onto D130. You’ll 
drive through lanes of shaved privet and soon be on the lip of the cirque. A few hundred 
yards before you begin the descent, there’s a snack bar/restaurant that offers a splendid 
view. 
 
Beware: the road into the cirque is a bit narrow at the very top, so blow your horn before 
going around blind turns. But the road quickly widens. 
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Hikers: the GR7, a marked footpath, climbs both sides of the canyon. It’s easy to pick up 
at the very bottom, beside the river. Look for red and white blazes. One leg of the trail 
starts conveniently next to the bar/hotel/restaurant, where refreshments are served on a 
shaded outdoor patio. The trail toward Blandas is an old wagon road, relatively gentle 
and wide. 
 
 


